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ABSTRACT Various cloud service providers (CSPs) offer huge volumes of storage to 

maintain and manage IoT data, which can include videos, photos, and personal health 

records. To ensure data privacy, existing research proposes to outsource only encrypted 

data to CSPs. However, the same or different users could save duplicated data under 

different encryption schemes at the cloud. Although cloud storage space is huge, this kind of 

duplication wastes networking resources, consumes excess power, and complicates data 

management. Thus, saving storage is becoming a crucial task for CSPs. 

 

INTRODUCTION  

Coud computing offers a new way to 

deliver services by rearranging resources 

over the Internet and providing them to 

users on demand. It plays an important 

role in supporting data storage, process, 

and management in the Internet of Things 

(IoT). Various cloud service providers 

(CSPs) offer huge volumes of storage to 

maintain and manage IoT data, which can 

include videos, photos, and personal 

health records. These CSPs provide 

desirable service properties, such as 

scalability, elasticity, fault tolerance, and 

pay per use. Thus, cloud computing has 

become a promising service paradigm to 

support IoT applications and IoT system 

deployment. To ensure data privacy, 

existing research proposes to outsource  

 

 

only encrypted data to CSPs. However, 

the same or different users could save 

duplicated data under different encryption 

schemes at the cloud. Although cloud 

storage space is huge, this kind of 

duplication wastes networking resources, 

consumes excess power, and complicates 

data management. Thus, saving storage is 

becoming a crucial task for CSPs. 

Deduplication can achieve high space and 

cost savings, reducing up to 90 to 95 

percent of storage needs for backup 

applications (http:// opendedup.org) and 

up to 68 percent in standard file 

systems.1 Obviously, the savings, which 

can be passed back directly or indirectly to 

cloud users, are significant to the 

economics of cloud business. At the same 
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time, data owners want CSPs to protect 

their personal data from unauthorized 

access. CSPs should therefore perform 

access control based on the data owner’s 

expectations. In addition, data owners 

want to control not only data access but 

also its storage and usage. From a 

flexibility viewpoint, data deduplication 

should cooperate with data access control 

mechanisms. That is, the same data, 

although in an encrypted form, is only 

saved once at the cloud but can be 

accessed by different users based on the 

data owners’ policies. However, current 

industrial deduplication solutions can’t 

handle encrypted data. Existing solutions 

for deduplication are vulnerable to brute-

force attacks2 and can’t flexibly support 

data access control and revocation (see 

the “Related Work in Data Deduplication” 

sidebar for a discussion of some other 

work in this area).3 Few existing schemes 

for cloud data access control support data 

deduplication simultaneously,4 and few 

can ensure flexibility and security with 

sound performance for cloud data 

deduplication that data owners control 

directly.5–7 We propose a scheme based 

on attribute-based encryption (ABE) to 

deduplicate encrypted data stored in the 

cloud and support secure data access 

control at the same time. Analysis and 

implementation demonstrate that our 

scheme is secure, effective, and efficient. 

System Design and Algorithms  

Our scheme works in a system containing 

three types of entities:  

• a CSP that offers a storage service and 

performs honestly on data storage and 

management to gain commercial profit 

but can’t be fully trusted since it’s curious 

about the contents of stored data; • a 

data owner that stores its data at the CSP 

(we assume there’s only one data owner 

for one data M); and • data holders (ui, i 

= 1, . . . , n) that are eligible data users 

and could save the same data as the data 

owner at the CSP.  

We assume that the system uses a data 

owner or holder device (such as a smart 

mobile device) to collect and preprocess 

data collected by IoT devices if they aren’t 

capable of cryptographic operations or 

networking. Additional assumptions 

include the data’s hash code M(H(M)) 

being applied as its indicator, which is 

used to check the duplication of data 

during data storage. We assume the data 

holder signs the right hash code honestly 

for ownership verification at the CSP. This 

hash code is protected and can’t be 

obtained by attackers. We further assume 

that the data owner has the highest 

priority for data storage management. A 

data holder should provide valid proof of 

ownership to request special treatment. 

The CSP, data owners, and data holders 
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communicate with each other through a 

secure channel. 

RELATED WORK IN DATA 

DEDUPLICATION 

Reconciling deduplication is an active 

research topic. Cloud storage service 

providers, such as Dropbox 

(www.dropbox.com), Google Drive 

(http:// drive.google.com), and Mozy 

(http://mozy.com), perform deduplication 

to save space by storing only one copy of 

each file uploaded. Should clients 

conventionally encrypt their data, 

however, savings are lost. Existing 

industrial solutions fail in encrypted data 

deduplication. Message-locked encryption 

(MLE) aims to solve this problem.1,2 The 

most prominent manifestation of MLE is 

convergent encryption,2 which is used in a 

wide variety of commercial and research 

storage service systems. Let M be a file’s 

contents. A client A first computes a key K 

← H ( M ) by applying a cryptographic 

hash function H () to M , and then 

computes the ciphertext C ← E ( K , M ) 

via a deterministic symmetric encryption 

scheme. A second client B 

 encrypting the same file M will produce 

the same C , enabling deduplication. 

However, because convergent encryption 

is deterministic and keyless, it’s subject to 

an inherent security limitation—namely, 

susceptibility to offline brute-force 

dictionary attacks.1 Secure convergent 

encryption is only pos 

sible when the target M is drawn from a 

space too large to exhaust. Mihir Bellare 

and his colleagues proposed DupLESS, 

which provides secure deduplicated 

storage to resist brute-force attacks.3 In 

DupLESS, a group of affiliated clients 

encrypt their data using a key server 

that’s separate from a storage service. 

Clients authenticate themselves to the key 

server but don’t leak any information 

about their data to it. As long as the key 

server remains inaccessible to attackers, 

DupLESS can ensure high security. 

Convergent encryption also suffers from 

another access control problem. It isn’t 

flexible to control data access, especially 

for data revocation, since it’s hard for data 

holders to generate the same new key for 

data reencryption. An image deduplication 

scheme adopts two servers to achieve 

verifiability of deduplication.4 A 

convergent encryption-based scheme 

described elsewhere combines file content 

and user privilege to obtain a file token 

with unforgeability.5 However, the 

schemes we’ve described directly encrypt 

data with a convergent encryption key, so 

suffer from the access control problem 

we’ve described 

EXISTING SYSTEM 

However, current industrial deduplication 

solutions can’t handle encrypted data. 
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Existing solutions for deduplication are 

vulnerable to brute-force attacks2 and 

can’t flexibly support data access control 

and revocation. Few existing schemes for 

cloud data access control support data 

deduplication simultaneously, and few can 

ensure flexibility and security with sound 

performance for cloud data deduplication 

that data owners control directly. 

DIS ADVANTAGES 

• Vulnerable to brute-force attacks. 

• Can’t flexibly support data access 

control. 

PROPOSED SYSTEM 

We propose a scheme based on attribute-

based encryption (ABE) to deduplicate 

encrypted data stored in the cloud and 

support secure data access control at the 

same time. Analysis and implementation 

demonstrate that our scheme is secure, 

effective, and efficient. 

ADVANTAGES 

Support secure data access control. 

Deduplicate encrypted data 

MODULES 

Data Deduplication  

Data Deletion at the CSP  

Data Owner Management 

Operations performed  

To upload a file User needs to register 

first. After registration the user can login 

to the system with the help of user id and 

password. As the user chooses the file to 

be uploaded on the server hash values of 

the files will be generated, also the hash 

values of the files already present on the 

storage are also generated then it finds a 

match. If a match is found that means file 

is already present on the server. So a 

reference is added to the old file instead 

of saving the new file. If match will not 

generate then a file is stored as a new file. 

 To download a file When any registered 

user wants to download the file then in 

that case a token will be generated which 

will check the privilege and reference is 

present or not. If match is found then 

user is able to download the file else 

server will reject the request. 

AUTHORIZED DATA DEDUPLICATION 

In this work of authorized data de 

duplication offered to preserve the data 

security by including differential rights of 

users in the duplicate check. Similarly we 

have considered several new deduplication 

structures which supports authorized 

duplicate check in hybrid cloud design, in 

which the identical-check tokens of files 

are invented by the private cloud server 

with private keys. In this architecture the 

private keys are not directly given to the 

user instead it would be managed by the 

private cloud server. One more important 

aspect of deduplicate process is token 

generation [1]. Using this token which is 

generated after every request hash values 

of the files are matched. If the file is 

previously present in the server then only 
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reference to the file is created for the new 

user. Which means that this file is now 

belongs to that user also and the server 

keeps only one instance of the file for all 

those users holding same file. At the time 

of download the token is matched with the 

previously stored token to restrict the 

access of the unauthorized user. 

Conclusion  

In this Project, the notion of authorized 

data deduplication was proposed to 

protect the data security by including 

differential privileges of users in the 

duplicate check.  

In this project, we perform several new 

deduplication constructions supporting 

authorized duplicate check in hybrid cloud 

architecture, in which the duplicate-check 

tokens of files are generated by the 

private cloud server with private keys. As 

a proof of concept in this project, we 

implement a prototype of our proposed 

authorized duplicate check scheme and 

conduct testbed experiments on our 

prototype. From this project, we show 

that our authorized duplicate check 

scheme incurs minimal overhead 

compared to convergent encryption and 

network transfer. Futures work: It 

excludes the security problems that may 

arise in the practical deployment of the 

present model. Also, it increases the 

national security. It saves the memory by 

deduplicating the data and thus provides 

us with sufficient memory. It provides 

authorization to the private firms and 

protects the confidentiality of the 

important data. 
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